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PREFACE
Dear readers,
Welcome to the second edition of the Health Issue
from this school year! Sadly the christmas holiday is
over and we are already halfway period 3, time flies!
It is January, which means we are in the middle of the
winter season. Winter is one of the favourite seasons of
us editors, because we all love the cold and especially
all the ugly, but really comfy, big sweaters we can wear
shamelessly and hundred cups of tea we can tank of
course. This is why the theme of this Issue is: ‘winter’.
Back in the days, only seasonal fruits and vegetables
were available in your local supermarket. Over the
years this has changed a lot, because now there is
a huge product range available. But the question
remains, how come? So if you ever wondered what
happens your fruits and vegetables before they end
up in your local supermarket, head over to page 7.
And if you want to cook something with these delicious
seasonal fruits and vegetables, start reading page 18,
because here you can find some recipes especially
dedicated to winter.
Are you going on a skiing holiday this year? Head over
to page 8, because our editors followed a ‘snowfit’ cursus at sports centre the Bongerd, which will perfectly
prepare you for your trip. On this page you can read
their opinions about this cursus and an interview with
the instructor.
Vitamin D is an essential part in our daily life and can
be produced by our own body under the influence of
sunlight. But in winter there is not that much sunlight
as in summer, spring or autumn, so many people are
suffering from a vitamin D-sufficiency. On page 10 we
will dig deeper in this phenomenon!
We have a lot more to offer, so just flip this issue
through. All in all I think there are a lot of interesting
articles. We hope you enjoy reading it as much as we
enjoyed making it!
On behalf of the Health Issue board,
Fréderique Pruim
Study association Di-et-tri
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Iris Leeman
Fréderique Pruim

CHAIRCHAT
Dear members of Di-Et-Tri,
This edition of the Health Issue is all about winter time.
Hopefully, you’ve all recovered from all the studying before
Christmas break and enjoyed your well-deserved holidays.
One of the things that makes me, together with the rest of
the board members, very excited about this time of year has
everything to do with our plans to make our own glühwein.
I’m curious to see whether we will actually bring ourselves
to do this or if it will come down to a trip to the supermarket
for a store-bought version. Let’s see!
The thing that I personally look forward to most about winter
time is New Years Eve, which I have been spending with
the same friends for over 20 years now. This evening usually consists of eating too much (oliebollen of course!) and
listening to the annual Top 2000 songs on the radio. Close
to midnight this radio station always plays Piano Man by

Board Di-Et-Tri
diettri@wur.nl
Chairwoman
Nienke van Velzen
Secretary
Lisanne Vintcent
Treasurer
Bram Bolwerk

Billy Joel on which me and my friends do a little (but very
embarrassing) dance which we – luckily for other people –
only show on this night.

Com. Aqcuisition
Sam Hoogaars

But wintertime is also a very important time for Di-Et-Tri,
since January is the month during which the board will
change composition again. Marieke, Ellen and I will make

Com. Committees
Marieke van Vonderen

room for our successors and I know I can speak for all
three of us when I say that I am completely confident the
new board will do a great job! If at any time during this cold
winter, you feel like you need to get yourself a little warmer,
you are always more than welcome to join us in our office
for a cup of tea or coffee!
Enjoy reading this edition of the Health Issue!
On behalf of the board,
Nienke van Velzen
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Com. Publicity
Emma Vieveen
Com. Education
Ellen Olthof

COMMITTEES

Many committees have been busy again with organizing all kinds of events. The 22nd of
November the Bigcie made a trip to Enschede to meet the boys of Mechanical Engeneering. Read all about what exciting things happened on this evening in Enschede. Also,
the brand new First Year Committee members introduce themselves and tell all about
their upcoming first event. And lastly, the board and members of Di-et-tri went to the recordings of the televsion show ‘Weet ik veel!’ in which their knowledge was put to test.
win the grand prize: a pitcher filled with 20 shots! After that we

BIGCIE

went to a shots bar, where everyone could enjoy the variety
of shots or turn the wheel and win a surprise. We ended the

On the 22nd of November it was time for another fun eve-

night in “Aspen Valley”, which had a bar that could spin! Here,

ning with the BIGcie! After an optional delicious dinner

we danced to the greatest songs and had a good time with

cooked by the Foodcie, we travelled with a bus filled with

the boys. After that it was time for us to return to Wageningen.

Voedingsmiepjes and also one Voedingshenk this time, to

We had a really great time and we will definitely remember

the boys of Mechanical Engeneering (study association Isaac

this evening!

Newton) in Enschede! After enjoying some alcoholic beverages and singing along with the music in the bus, we made

FIRST YEAR COMMITTEE

quite an entrance. Meaning: the journey was quite long and
we had quite some drinks. So we basically sprinted from the
station to the first bar, where the boys from Isaac Newton

Hey everyone! We are the new first year committee of

were waiting for us. They were very impressed by us entering

2018/2019. If you guys didn’t know already, the first year

the bar by running to the toilet. After emptying our bladders,

committee organizes cool activities exclusively for the first

only for it to be filled again it was time to integrate! All our

year students. From small get-togethers to some pretty big

members had a paper with a really cheesy opening sentence

planned-out events. The brand new first year commission

on it and had to look for people with the same sentence to

consists of 6 brand new members: Ynte, Elke, Emma, Sjanne,

form groups. They could do certain tasks together in order to

Inge and Sivan.

Study association Di-et-tri
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As some of you first year students probably know, the com-

about 30 years ago. Since we did not experience that time,

mittee of last year has already organized a lunch at the begin-

these questions were hard to make. Back in the bus everyone

ning for the year. Now it is our time to take over and spice

was talkative about everything. A lot of things you see on TV

things up a little bit. Our first activity is going to be a pub quiz!

are done twice to make it perfect. Also the clapping of the

A nice way for us to get to know each other a bit better while

audience is recorded many times and set under the movie to

testing your very broad knowledge. The pub quiz is going

make it louder so the audiences does not have to clap their

to take place after the retake weeks on the 19th of February.

hands off! It was an amazing experience and I hope everyone

Right after the pub quiz we’d love to get to know each other

had a great time!

even better, and what’s a better way to do so than being surrounded by beer, some chips, music and of course very good
company! So make sure to stick around a bit longer. We’re
very excited to start a new year full of fun activities and make
the first year of BVG unforgettable for all of us.

WEET IK VEEL!
On the 10th of December 2018 a group of 50 Nutrition and
Health students went with a bus together with CODON from
biotechnology to ‘Weet ik veel’. This is a Dutch TV program
with Linda de Mol. The program is a set up of a college room
and everyone has to answer 50 questions about general
knowledge. Three Dutch celebrities make the test and 300
students behind them also answer the questions. Linda de
Mol is quizmaster/lecturer and all kinds of subjects are passing by during the test. In the end everyone gets a mark and
the best student and best Dutch celebrity are playing the
finals to win money. The Dutch celebrity wins money for a
charity and the student gets 25% of the money for him or
herself. We went with a big group and not everyone received
a sufficient mark. The questions were about last year, but also

Study association Di-et-tri
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SEASONAL

FRUITS AND VEGGIES
A NEW LOOK TO GROCERY-SHOPPING

H

ave you ever wondered what happens to your
fruit and veggies before they end up in the
local supermarket? Where that huge assortment
actually came from? In this article we will explain

to you why it is important to buy fruits and vegetables that are
‘in season’, and how you can make the best choices yourself
during the winter. Read on to find out how you can contribute
to a better environment!
Have you already bought and eaten some delicious strawberries this December? We hate to bring it to you, but they are
not ‘in season’ at the moment. These strawberries were probably grown in Egypt and then imported to the Netherlands
by plane. They could also have been grown in some sort of
greenhouse in Spain and then transported here by truck. The
last option is that they were grown in a greenhouse in the
Netherlands. The reason for this is very obvious, though a

Netherlands. However, when the fruit or vegetable isn’t in sea-

lot of us forget when we’re doing the groceries; all fruits and

son in our country, it can still be produced in the Netherlands.

vegetables have their optimal growth conditions regarding

Only it happens in a greenhouse, which may be even worse

sun, temperature, humidity, and so on. During the winter it is

than being produced in another country. Well how do I know

simply too cold in the Netherlands for strawberries to grow

what to buy then, you may think. At www.voedingscentrum.

and survive outside. In order to still produce them here we

nl you can see a list of the four seasons and what vegetables

have to grow them in a greenhouse. To keep the temperature

and fruit belong to that season. You can also check each

in these greenhouses warm enough a lot of electricity and

individual product through this site; https://groentefruit.milieu-

gas is needed, which results in a lot of CO2 emission. This

centraal.nl/. You just have to fill in the type of product and the

contributes to the global warming and thus is bad for the envi-

month in which you’re planning to buy it. The site will tell you

ronment. When the strawberries are imported from another

where the product came from and how it was transported. If

country without the use of a greenhouse, the transport of the

you still want to eat strawberries or other products that are

strawberries by truck, plane or even boat will still mean a big

not in season this winter, another option is to buy frozen food.

contribution to CO2 emission in the atmosphere.

Chances are that these fruits or veggies were frozen at the
moment that they were in season.

So what about fruits and veggies that are in season? Being
‘in season’ means that the seasonal weather conditions can

We hope that you now know how to check where your fruits

sustain a liveable environment for the product without the

and vegetables came from, and how to buy products that

need for a greenhouse. The product can get produced in the

are in season. In the beginning this may take some time, but

Netherlands or nearby, without u.necessarily adding to the

once you are used to checking where your products came

CO2 emission because of transport or the use of a green-

from, you will see it becomes easier and you will remember

house. But how can we check is our groceries are contribut-

what to buy when. Considering you can contribute to a better

ing to global warming? On the label of every fresh product it

environment it sure is worth it!

is mentioned where the product was produced. However, this
doesn’t tell you everything. Naturally a lot of people think that
it’s good when a product has been produced in the

By Roos Caanen
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SPORTS INSTRUCTOR
INGI ALOFS
ABOUT
SNOWFIT LESSONS

INTERVIEW
What do you think of
when someone says
‘snow’, ‘cold’ or ‘wintertime’? Of course,
a skiing holiday! This
time we interviewed
Ingi Alofs to hear all
about skiing holidays
and a way to properly
prepare for this namely, through SnowFit
lessons.

Ingi is a sports instructor at the Bongerd for almost 15 years now. She gives all kinds
of lessons such as Abdominice, Power Dumbbell and Indoor Biking, she is a medical fitness instructor and she also is team leader at the Bongerd. You can say she
has got a full schedule, but she likes everything too much to choose between all of
it. And on top of that, Ingi is giving the SnowFit lessons. Ingi tells us that SnowFit
lessons are lessons to prepare yourself for a skiing holiday. These lessons have
been given for a long time already. Every year during winter season the lessons start
(November - March). First they were provided by an external association, but since
Ingi has a background in skiing, snowboarden and guiding ski trips, she offered to
give the lessons herself. And that’s what she is doing now.
But why should you actually prepare yourself for a skiing trip? Ingi tells us that many
people are not being very physically active throughout the year, but thereafter they
fully dive into 6 days of skiing holidays and this can be very intense for your body.
She mentions the notorious ’third day’. This is the day when all the fatigue comes
out. Being in a different environment, being physically active most of the day and
going out for a drink at night, they all add up to breaking down your body. And then
the third day, this fatigue has piled up in your body to such an extent that many
injuries occur. But, as Ingi says, you can prevent this by preparing yourself for this.

Study association Di-et-tri
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We’re making
a little party of
every lesson!”

And that’s what happens in the SnowFit

A couple of years ago, it was snow-

lessons. You will work on your physical

ing outside. In the afternoon she pre-

fitness, with attention for strengthen-

pared buckets with snowballs and in

After hearing the stories about skiing

ing your leg muscles, because they

the evening after the lesson, everyone

holidays and SnowFit lessons, and

are really important in both skiing and

went outside and started a snowball

knowing a little bit better what SnowFit

snowboarding.

fight. “Yes, that was absolutely great of

lessons entailed, we dared to try out

course!”

one of these lessons ourselves. Quick

Furthermore,

some

core-practices will pass by, which will
strengthen your back- and abdominal

enough we caught the right vibe and

muscles. A strong core makes sure the

When Ingi is asked for her own skiing

did our best during the exercises. And

connection between your upper- and

experiences, you can hear that she

indeed, as Ingi had already told us,

lower body is good, through which

loves doing it. “One year I haven’t been

the disco lights were on and the music

less effort is needed in keeping a bet-

on a skiing holiday and I thought it was

played loudly. While we were following

ter coordination when you are on skis

dramatic.” The first time she went on a

the circuit of exercises in pairs (rope

or snowboard. All these exercises will

ski trip was during her sports educa-

skipping, squatting, balancing on a

make you able to respond better to

tion. This was the moment she realised

bosu and many more), Ingi was danc-

anything that happens on your way

this is it, “this is the best way of cel-

ing and cheered us on. During the les-

down and decrease the risk of injuries.

ebrating the holidays. You are outside

son she got to know everyone’s names,

all day long and the only thing you are

which made it a personal training and

When we ask what a lesson looks like,

thinking about is ‘Where to go and how

she could personally challenge you

Ingi tells us that she tries to alternate

to do this’”. She thinks the whole atmo-

even more. The lesson was just as she

between the fitness, leg and core exer-

sphere of these holidays is just great.

described before: ‘A little party’. But of

cises in a circuit form. This means every

When she is going on a ski trip she

course we also had to work hard. And

couple of minutes you’re doing another

goes for the complete experience: the

we have known this, especially the

exercise. While doing exercises, she

amazing views in the area, going out for

days after.

puts on some cheerful music, she dims

dinner, a drink at night, and continuing

the lights and puts on some disco lights

for a long time. But once you’re becom-

Until March Ingi will be giving these

to already create the Skiing holiday

ing older, this of course becomes less.

lessons and try to prepare everyone

atmosphere and to make the lessons

Although, she says, two years ago

as good as possible. This work out is

a lot of fun. “We’re making a little party

she was still in the front row at a per-

a start to getting in shape, not only for

of every lesson, just like skiing holidays

formance of Afrojack. Despite giving

your skiing holiday but also in general.

are a party.” When people become

so many sports lessons every week,

The SnowFit lessons are given once a

tired after two minutes, she emphasizes

Ingi has to prepare herself as well for

week, but it is even better to train twice

that they are only half way their ski

a skiing holiday. She also experienced

a week for the best preparation. And

track. And sometimes she even calls

the ‘third day’ and once was injured.

when it’s time for your holidays, you will

everyone together and acts like they

During the holiday she notices that the

be prepared for the snow!

are sitting in a ski lift: they all have to

first day can be intensive, but when she

sit down, jump up and continue again.

proceeds it goes better quite quickly.
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By Romay Canfijn

DIG DEEPER

THE SUNSHINE VITAMIN
ALL THE FACTS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT VITAMIN D

W

inter weather has arrived. Golden summer

hormone and the levels of phosphate circulating in your

rays have disappeared and made way for

blood, to ensure your body only produces as much active

cloudy and rainy/snowy days. This also

vitamin D as it actually needs [4].

means our vitamin D levels have probably
dropped. Vitamin D is mainly produced when

What does vitamin D do?

our skin is exposed to ultra-violet light (UVB) from sunshine.

Vitamin D is important for your bones, gut and tumour micro-

Are you also perhaps feeling flat, depressed or a little more

environment. Vitamin D increases the amount of minerals in

sensitive than usual? This could be an indicator of a defi-

your bones, which protects from the condition osteomalacia

ciency. Almost 60% of Dutch people have a vitamin D defi-

in which your bones get soft and bendy. It also helps to

ciency in winter, according to a research article published in

increase the absorption of calcium and phosphate, which

the Dutch Journal of Medicine [1]. In this article we will guide

are essential for healthy bones and muscle function. It also

you through all the important facts you need to know about

encourages your white blood cells to mature and to develop,

vitamin D and will give some recommendations to be sure

therefore fighting off various infections. Vitamin D has also

you don’t fall short on the sunshine vitamin.

been shown to inhibit proliferation of tumor cells and induce
differentiation, which means that tumor cells will look and

How do we get vitamin D?

behave more like normal cells, reducing uncontrollable

Vitamin D is obtained in two different ways. First, you can get

growth [5]. But how much do we need to perform these func-

vitamin D from a small number of foods, which include oily

tions? According to the Voedingscentrum men and women

fish, red meat, liver, egg yolks and fortified foods. Second,

between 4 and 49 years need 10µg vitamin D daily [7].

you can synthesize vitamin D yourself by exposing your skin
to direct sunlight. This is where the bulk of your vitamin D

How do we get enough vitamin D in winter?

comes from. Unfortunately, in the winter months (between

So, we know vitamin D plays an important role in many bodily

October and early March) the sunlight doesn’t contain

functions and in winter we are at high risk of a deficiency,

enough UVB radiation for our skin to be able to make vitamin,

so how do we make sure we maintain adequate vitamin D

and so we are at risk of a vitamin D deficiency [2].

levels? One option would be to increase our vitamin D intake
through food sources. But research show that it is very dif-

How does our body make vitamin D?

ficult to obtain it in amounts that are sufficient to meet rec-

From April through October we need to be at least 15 min-

ommended needs on a daily basis. This holds also true for

utes in midday sun with exposure of the head and forearms

fortified foods, like plant based milks [2]. Typically 100ml of

to produce adequate vitamin D [3]. But how does vitamin

fortified plant-based milk contains 0.75µg vitamin D, so per

D synthesis work? In the upper layers of the skin there is a

serving this would only be 15% of your daily recommended

sterol called 7-dehydrocholesterol, which is the precursor of

amount. The last option would be supplementation. The NHS

vitamin D3. Through UVB exposure this sterol is converted to

states that everyone should consider taking a daily supple-

cholecalciferol, also known as Vitamin D3. But this isn’t the

ment containing 10µg of vitamin D during the autumn and

active form of vitamin D. Cholecalciferol is first transported to

winter. But be carefull, because taking too much, in the form

the liver where it is converted to calcidiol (25-hydroxyvitamin

of a supplement, over a long period of time can cause too

D). Next, it is again transported and in the kidneys it is con-

much calcium to build up in the body, which can weaken the

verted to calcitriol (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D), the active form

bones and damage the kidneys and the heart. Too much sun

of Vitamin D. This last step is tightly regulated by parathyroid

exposure, has not been shown to have this effect [2].
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There are actually two types of vitamin

advises to take vitamin D3. Also, it is

Through

D supplements. The first one is vitamin

important to note that studies indi-

hard

D2, also known as ergocalciferol. This

cate that vitamin D does not need to

D,

source is made when yeast is exposed

be taken with food to be absorbed,

Therefore, The NHS states that every-

to UV light. The second type is vitamin

despite being a fat-soluble vitamin.

one should consider taking a daily

D3, also known as cholecalciferol. This

It can be taken either with or without

supplement containing 10µg of vita-

source is made when sheep’s wool is

food. The form, liquid, chewable, or

min D during the autumn and winter.

exposed to UV light or it can be made

tablet, doesn’t affect absorption either

When

from lichen, a plant [9]. However, it

[9].

supplement,

is important to note that research

D3

food

to
even

get
with

choosing
opt

supplement,
sheep’s

sources
enough

it

is

vitamin

fortified-foods.

a
for

vitamin
a

sourced
wool

or

D

vitamin
from

comparing the two types of vitamins

Conclusions

either

show that vitamin D2 tends to be less

In the winter months (October-early

Vitamin D is a fat-soluble vitamin, but

lichen.

potent, meaning larger doses may be

March) the sun’s UVB rays aren’t

can be taken with or without food.

needed to achieve the same effect

strong enough for our body to be

[6]. Therefore, the Voedingscentrum

able to synthesize enough vitamin D.
Recently, a interesting new product has entered the market which promises to provide
the recommended daily amount of 10µg in just 1 portion (100 grams). It are vitamin D
mushrooms from a company called Banken Champignons! If mushrooms are exposed
to sunlight, a substance that is already there, ergosterol, is converted to vitamin D [8].

[1] Boonman-de Winter L.J.M., Albersen A., Mohrmann K. et al. (2015). Hoge prevalentie van vitamine D-deficiëntie in Zuidwest-Nederland, Ned.
Tijdschr. Geneeskd, 159(A8167), 1-6. [2] NHS. (2017). Vitamin D. Retrieved from https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/vitamins-and-minerals/vitamin-d/
[3] Jos P.M. Wielders, Frits A.J. Muskiet en Albert van de Wiel. (2010). Nieuw licht op vitamine D, Ned. Tijdschr. Geneeskd, 154(A1810) [4] WUR
Nutrition and Health: Micornutrients and Malnutrition. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.wur.nl/en/activity/Nutrition-and-Health-Micronutrientsand-Malnutrition.htm [5] Robbinson J.. (2017). What’s the deal with vitamin D. Retrieved from https://thefoodmedic.co.uk/2017/10/whats-thedeal-with-vitiman-d/ [6] Macdonald et al. (2012). Comparison of vitamin D2 and vitamin D3 supplementation in increasing serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D status: a systematic review and meta-analysis, Am. J. Clin. Nutr., 96(5), 1152-1153 [7] Voedingscentrum. (n.d.). Vitamine D. Retrieved
from https://www.voedingscentrum.nl/encyclopedie/vitamine-d.aspx [8] Banken Champignons. (n.d.) Vitamine D champignon. Retrieved from
https://www.bankenchampignons.com/nl/assortiment/vitamine-d-champignon/ [9] Pick Up Limes. (2017). Vitamin D & Nutrition do you need
supplements? Retrieved from https://www.pickuplimes.com/single-post/2017/05/25/Vitamin-D-Nutrition-Do-You-Need-Supplements
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WINTERTIME
AND THE POSSIBLE EFFECTS IT CAN HAVE
ON OUR BIOLOGICAL CLOCK

W

inter is upon us. And although that brings a lot of nice
things such as snow, ice skating, hot chocolate and candles, it also has another effect. The clock has been reset
one hour back and the winter time has started. It stays dark

for a much longer time in the morning, but the daylight also dies earlier
in the evening. Do these things have an effect on our body and if so; is
it bad for us?
First a quick recap. In a year (365 days) the earth revolves around the
sun. And in a day (24 hours) the earth revolves around its own axis. If the
earth is in a certain position where the sun shines on the Netherlands,
then it is day here. If the sun shines on the other side of the earth and it is
dark here, which means it is night. But the earth is slightly inclined, 23.5
degrees to be precise. This means that one side of the earth gets more
light and on the other it stays dark longer. So here in the Netherlands we
get more daylight during the summer and less in the winter.
On top of this, here in the Netherlands we ‘switch time’ twice a year. Every
spring on the last Sunday of March we reset our clock to one hour ahead
and every autumn on the last Sunday of October we reset it to one hour
back. We do this in connection to summer- and wintertime, also called
‘daylight-saving’. We put the clock forward to enjoy the daylight as much
as possible during the summer, and to be able to sit outside for a longer
time. Because it becomes light quicker during summer time, we get up
an hour earlier than during the winter time. But actually, the ‘real’ time is
the wintertime. A lot of countries don’t reset their clock one hour ahead
during the summer and just keep the winter-time all year long. There is
a lot of debate in the Netherlands about whether we should just stick to
the winter-time as well. Because it turns out, this time-switching isn’t the
best for our bodies.
Studies have shown that in the course of evolution organisms on earth
have developed in an environment in which changes of light and temperature occur within a cycle of about 24 hours. This has led to the development of circadian rhythms at all levels of functioning. In humans, this
is recognizable by daily fluctuations that affect our cognition and mood.
This indicates that people have an internal biological clock. It is known
to be located in the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). This
biological clock is sensitive to changes in ambient light and temperature
and uses daily information to set our internal clock to the rhythm of the
environment. When the seasons change, our circardian rhythms naturally
change as well. When we change from summer- to wintertime and vice-
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One effect that can
occur as a result of a circadian rhythm-shift and also less
daylight during the winter is
seasonal affective disorder
(SAD), also known as ‘the
winter blues.’”
versa, we confuse our biological clock and the circardian
rhythm even more. This can have effects on our body functioning and sleep rhythm, which in turn can cause unhealthy
side effects.
Some people may feel more affected by the timechange
than others. One effect that can occur as a result of a circadian rhythm-shift and also less daylight during the winter

bodies and biological clock into a different circardian rhythm

is seasonal affective disorder (SAD), also known as ‘the

by providing it with extra amounts of light during the winter. It

winter blues’. Seasonal affective disorder is characterised by

appears that the light has to enter through our eyes, via the

returning episodes of depression, hypersomnia, heightened

retina, to have an effect. The light must also have a certain

appetite with more carbohydrate craving and weight gain

strength, which is expressed in lux. Lamps that are used in

during autumn and winter. Another winter-related factor that

light therapy use around 10,000 lux. For comparison; in sum-

can play a role in the development of SAD and a lot of other

mer, an intensity of 100,000 lux is easily detected in the sun.

side-effects is a lack of vitamin D. During the winter there is

People who feel like they might benefit from light therapy can

less daylight and generally also less sun. Our bodies make

book sessions in a specialised clinic. There are also compa-

vitamin D out of sunlight so during winter we logically make

nies what bring out light therapy lamps that have a timer on

less vitamin D and may have a lack thereof. These are some

them, which means you can use them to help wake you up

examples, but you can probably think of other problems that

in the morning when it is still dark. These lamps will slowly

the winter, winter-time or decreased amount of daylight can

light up and in doing this, they mimic the sun. That way the

create.

body can wake up naturally and break down melatonin. This
can help the user to wake up less sleepy and to have a more

What to do about those problems? Can we spare our cir-

balanced circardian rhythm, which in turn can prevent the

cardian rhythm some confusion? Can we prevent the winter

winterblues.

blues from happening? The answer is yes, at least to some
extent. First of all, if we got rid of the summer- and wintertime

Hopefully you’re now a bit more aware of some possible side

our bodies wouldn’t have to adjust to a different daily cycle

effects that can be caused by the winter and it’s timechange.

twice a year. This could to some extent prevent our biological

We hope that once you know how to recognize or prevent

clock and circardian rhythm from getting confused. In turn it

certain issues, you can enjoy everything nice that comes

could help with sleep disorders and improve the body func-

with the winter a lot more!

tioning. As a country, we could choose to use the wintertime as our official and only time. The question is which one

By Roos Caanen

of the two things means more to you; more balance for your
biological clock, or an extra hour of light during the summer
evenings?
Studies have shown something can be done about the winter blues as well. It’s called light therapy. We can ‘trick’ our
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FOODCIE DINER

COFFEE HOUR
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HIGH WINE

AKCIE MOVIENIGHT

MASTER DINER
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HOT NEWS:
CHARITY

It’s winter, the time of the year where we spend more time with our family or friends. Christmas is just over
and we hope you all had a lovely, cosy holiday. Unfortunately not everyone could enjoy a lovely christmas
due to different reasons. Usually around christmas more attention is paid to charities and a lot of people
do a donation. However, we can understand that you have not yet thought about this or maybe you want to
donate money as a new year resolution. Therefore we want to show you some charities in the Netherlands.
by which you can still provide some people a lovely winter.

STICHTING JARIGE JOB

NATIONAAL OUDEREN FONDS

Did you got some presents this christmas which you already

Sadly a lot of elderly feel lonely with christmas or in the winter

had? Or do you have a gift left? In January you can give it

months. The Nationaal Ouderen Fonds wants to make these

for free to your package deliverer from PostNL. Together with

elderly feel less lonely. Therefore every year in december you

Stichting Jarige Job they will deliver your gift to a child that

can write a christmas card to an elderly and send it to the

sometimes doesn’t get a present because their parents are

Nationaal Ouderen Fonds, they will deliver it to a lonely elder-

unable to or because they can’t afford it. Do you want to con-

ly. But since christmas is over the winter months can still be

tribute to this? Read the rules on postnl.nl beforehand and

dark and lonely months especially after christmas when they

then you can make a child very happy this January.

maybe got some company. So, you can always donate some
money to the Nationaal Ouderen Fonds via their website if
you want to make these elderly feel less lonely this winter.

KIKA

CLINICLOWNS

KiKa is a charity that does research into cancer in children.

Sadly with christmas and in the cold winter months a lot of

With donations they can do more research by which they

sick children have to stay in the hospital. CliniClowns is a

want to cure more children from cancer. If you want to con-

charity that wants to make these children happy and make

tribute to KiKa you can start your own winter action or you can

them forget that they’re sick for a little while. This is done

donate to someone else’s. From 8 to 12 January you could

by performances. Do you want to bring sick children some

skate for KiKa on the Weissensee in Austria to collect money

happiness? You can donate money to the CliniClowns via

for Kika. Unfortunately this has already been done. But you

their website or start your own action to collect money for

can still join the Winterrun in Utrecht on the 27th of January.

CliniClowns.

You can run 10 or 5 kilometres and collect money for KiKa.

			

Check their website for more information. If you don’t like to

Of course there are a lot more charities with beautiful actions

run you can always donate money via their website.

that you can donate to. We just hoped to give you a good
indication of some good charities to think about.
By, Ilse Reus
Study association Di-et-tri
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PUZZLE & WIN:
WINTER PUZZLE

Its cold weather outside, so the perfect time to puzzle! Search for the words in the winter puzzle
in a horizontal, vertical and diagonal way. The remaining letters form the solution of this puzzle!
Send your solution before march 1sth to healthissue.diettri@gmail.com, to have the chance of
winning an Etos giftcard! From all the solutions we receive, the winners will receive an email.

Words to search for:
Blanket
Frosty
Gloves
Ice
Parka
Radiator
Shiver
Ski
Snowman
Found the solution ... ?
Send it to healthissue.dieetri@gmail.com

By Annika Suichies
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RECIPES

This issue we show you our favorite cozy winter-recipes to enjoy during the cold months. As
a starter we have sweet potato nachos which are extremely delicious. As a main we have a
creamy mushrooms and pumpkin risotto. This dish is filled with vegetables and thus provides
lots of vitamins and minerals. Finally, as a dessert, we have speculaas carrotcake snow balls
which not only look and smell very nice, but are also very tasty! Enjoy!

SWEET POTATO NACHOS

CARROT CAKE SNOW BALLS

These nachos made from sweet potato are almost better than

These snow balls are delicious and super easy to make.

the real deal. Just like mexican nachos they are baked in the

You can eat them for example as snack or as a dessert.

oven and combined with cheese, jalapenos and homemade

And they are healthy as well. The speculaas spices give

guacamole. You can eat them as snack during a night with

them a nice extra touch and they totally bring you in the

friends, as starter or even as a meal, maybe with a salad on

winter spirit because of their shape and coconut! Inspired

the side.

from lisagoesvegan.com

Ingredients: (as snack for six people)

Ingredients:

1 kg sweet potatoes

1 cup (grinded) oatmeal or almondmeal

2 avocados

2 el speculaas spices

1 large tomato

1 cup dates

100 gram cheese, grated

½ cup finely grated carrots

1 jalapeno or red pepper

Coating: finely chopped pecans and grated coconut

salt, pepper and paprika powder
Instructions:

Instructions:

1. Preheat the oven on 200 degrees.

1. Cut the dates very fine (or put them in a food processor

2. Wash the sweet potatoes and cut in wedges. Divide them

with some water). If you have a food processor, grind the

over an oven dish and place in the oven for 20 minutes.

oatmeal as well (not necessary).

3. In the meantime, chop the jalapeno in little rings and remove

2. Add the oatmeal, grated carrots, speculaas spices to

the seeds to make it less spicy.

the dates and mix with your hands to a cohesive dough.

4. Divide the jalapeno over the sweet potatoes, ad pepper and

Add some water if it is too dry, or add some oatmeal if it

salt to taste and put back in the oven for 15 minutes.

is too wet.

5. Now let’s make the guacamole. You can use your own favou-

3. Wet your hand and make bite-sized snow balls.

rite recipe if you like, but here’s a simple yet delicious one:

4. Roll in finely chopped pecans and grated coconut.

remove the peel and the pit from the avocado and mash the
rest. Cut the tomato in small pieces, mix with the avocado. Add
salt, pepper and paprika powder to taste.
6. Divide the cheese over the dish and put back in the oven
till the cheese is melted. Serve with the guacamole and enjoy!
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MUSHROOM PUMPKIN RISOTTO
This dish is super creamy, flavourful and perfect for a cold winter day. It also contains
loads of veggies like mushrooms, pumpkin, onion and cauliflower. It comes together
in 30-minutes and is perfect to share with your friends and family! Recipe inspired by
Deliciously Ella.
Ingredients: (serves 4 people)
1 onion, diced

400g can of chickpeas, drained and

2 cloves of garlic, diced

rinsed

15g dried porcini mushrooms*

600ml of almond/soy milk

250g chestnut mushrooms, sliced

1 tsp dried rosemary

½ cauliflower, grated

1 tbsp vegetable bouillon powder

450g pumpkin, cut into cubes*

Handful of thyme

250g arborio/risotto rice

Optional: 1-2 tbsp nutritional yeast

Instructions:
1. Start by rehydrating the dried porcini mushrooms by placing them in a bowl and adding 400ml of boiling water. Leave to
one side while you prepare the rest.
2. In a big pot over medium-heat place your onion and garlic and let it soften for a few minutes.
3. Add the sliced mushrooms, grated cauliflower and rosemary to the pot. The grated cauliflower helps add a lovely texture to
the risotto in the end. Cook until the mushrooms have softened a bit. Season with salt and pepper.
4. Add the rice and cook it for a few seconds so it will absorb all the flavours.
5. Add the soaked mushrooms (but keep the water!) and nutritional yeast. Add about ¼ of the almond milk and mushroom
water. Mix it all together and bring it to a boil. Next, reduce the heat to low and cook for about 15-20 minutes, stirring every so
often. Keep adding the water from the dried mushrooms and the almond milk gradually.
6. If using frozen pumpkin add it to the risotto now. Also add the chickpeas.
7. Once the risotto is looking thick and creamy and the rice is fully cooked, turn of the heat. Garnish with some fresh thyme
and enjoy!
* The dried porcini mushrooms you can find for example in the Albert Heijn and Jumbo in the international food section next to the sun dried
tomatoes. For the pumpkin you can use either ½ butternut squash (add it in step 3) or a box of frozen pumpkin (add it in step 6).
Study association Di-et-tri
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TEST PANEL

VEGAN ICE-CREAMS
When you think of winter, most people think of cold, snow and ice. Normally, with this theme, you would
think for us to test something that can warm us up or keep us warm. But we decided to stay in the cold
spheres and test ice-cream instead. Because it is of course never too cold for ice-cream! Since there
are so many vegan ice-cream options these days, we decided to pick and taste 4 of them. So if dietary
restriction make you fight down major ice-cream cravings, and you are curious about our opinion on
these vegan ice-creams. Keep reading and find out which one we recommend you to buy!

PERFECT WORLD PISTACHIO
At first we tested this pistachio flavoured ice-cream from Perfect world. This ice-cream is not only vegan, it is also lactose-, soyand gluten free. Besides this ice-cream only contains a low quantity of natural sugars, which makes it also low in calories. But
here comes the catch: our test panel only gave it an overall grade of 6,3. Not very high. The ice-cream was really watery and
not creamy (5,8). There were also not much pistachio pieces (1,8), what we hoped for. Actually the looks (7,1) and the melting
behavior (7,7) were okay. Overall, we wouldn’t repurchase this ice-cream again.
Price: 5,24 euro, available at Jumbo.
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BEN&JERRY’S CHOCOLATE

ALPRO SALTED CARAMEL
Lastly we tried this new vegan ice-cream from Alpro. It is filled

FUDGE BROWNIE

with pieces of almond and a delicious caramel sauce with

This ice-cream is chocolate flavoured, contains little brownie

sea salt. Alpro claims that is contains 30% less sugar and

fudge pieces and is made of almond milk. This flavor is mod-

saturated fat than other ice-creams on the market. But, does it

eled after an already existing flavor and is just as good as

compromises on taste? It surely doesn’t, with a overall score

the dairy version. Our overall taste is therefore an 8,3, which

on taste of 8,5! The creaminess was outstanding (8,8), it had

places this ice-cream second. However this ice-cream was

loads of nuts and caramel swirled through (7,3) and it wasn’t

really firm and scored the lowest on melting behavior (6,8).

too soft or hard either (7,7). Although, some of us found it just

But it also really sweet (8,2) and looks really good (8,7).

a little bit too sweet. All of us would definitely repurchase this

Everyone would buy this ice-cream again, so we all recom-

one again. It definitely doesn’t taste vegan ;)

mend you to try this one!

Price: 5,49 euro, available at Albert Heijn, Plus and Hoogvliet.

Price: 5,99 euro, available at Albert Heijn.

PROFESSOR GRUNSCHNABEL

CONCLUSION
We have definitely enjoyed this lunch-break ice-cream taste

JASMINE ORANGE YUZU

test! But, more important, what was the best ice-cream?

Next is this fruity and floral ice-cream from Professor

The winner is hands down the Alpro almond salted caramel!

Grunschnabel. It is made from fresh fruit and coconut milk.

The second place goes to the Ben&Jerry’s chocolate fudge

It contains orange juice, yuzu juice, jasmine tea and vanilla.

brownie. They were both very creamy and had an intense,

Yuzu is a citrus fruit, which mainly grows in China, Korea and

and also delicious, flavor. Sadly, Perfect World pistache and

Japan. This fruit looks a bit like a grapefruit and has the taste

Professor Grunscnabel jasmine orange yuzu came out of our

of a lemon, but it is less hard and sharp than a European

test less well. These ice-cream flavors were very strange, they

lemon. But did we like it? Although it has a lovely smell, out

had almost no nuts/pieces in them and they were less creamy

of all the ice-creams we liked this one the least. It scored just

than the other ones. So, when you are buying your groceries

a 5,6 on taste, because the flavor was way too intense (9,2).

next time, be sure to pick up some delicious ice-cream and

The jasmine taste was overpowering. It also didn’t contain

enjoy! (Or wait until it is summer time, because let’s be hon-

any nuts/pieces, which we disliked. Overall, almost all of us

est it is actually way to cold to enjoy ice-cream ;))

wouldn’t recommend you to buy this one.
Price: 5,25 euro, available at Albert Heijn.

By Laura Bosman en Fréderique Pruim
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WINTER TIME?
PICTURE TIME!

PICTURE MADE BY ANITA MANASIJEV, MACEDONIA

Picture made by a Manasijev,
Macedonia

LOOK AT THESE FUNNY ICECLES! OUR HI
BOARD MEMBER ANNIKA WAS IN GERMANY
DURING XMAS, VERY COLD!

AREN’T SKIING HOLIDAYS AMAZING?
BY OUR HI BOARD MEMBER EMMA
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NORWEGIAN WINTER LANDSCAPE
BY REINA JOCHEMS
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HEALTH ISSUE
WINTER MORNING POEM
Winter is the king of showmen,
Turning tree stumps into snow men
And houses into birthday cakes
And spreading sugar over lakes.
Smooth and clean and frosty white,
The world looks good enough to bite.
That’s the season to be young,
Catching snowflakes on your tongue!
Snow is snowy when it’s snowing.
I’m sorry it’s slushy when it’s going.
By Ogden Nash
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